
apparently condensation in gas jets. The complications occurring here have not been ana- 
lyzed in detail in this paper. Let us just note that the existence of a domain of values 
characterizing the regime of the PrOcess of the parameter pod*~ where po is the initial 
gas pressure in the jet, and d* is the nozzle diameter in which condensation is terminated 
by the formation of clusters with N ~ 20-30, for which noticeable separation can be expected 
from (2.17), while on the other hand the fraction of fluid far from the nozzle is almost a 
maximum, follows from the results in [5]. These results apparently carry over to our case 
as well with the difference that termination of condensation in the presence of condensation 
corresponds to the reduction of the effective supersaturation in s' = 0, i.e., sets in for 
finite supersaturations In s = ~2EyBo/~ 2 > 0. 
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THEORY OF THE KINETIC COOLING OF A CO2--N2 MIXTURE WITH A HIGH CO= CONTENT 

V. N. Varakin and V. Ya. Panchenko UDC 539.196:621.378.385 

Resonance absorption by CO~ molecules of radiation upon the intermodal transition 
(i00)'(001) (or (020)--(001)) leads to nonstationary cooling of the gas [i], due mainly to 
the flow of energy from the translational degrees of freedom into the deformation mode of 
the C02 as a result of the process of V--T relaxation. An investigation of the effect of 
kinetic cooling of carbon dioxide under the action of radiation is of interest for problems 
in oscillation kinetics (determination of the relaxation time, analysis of the operation of 
molecular gas lasers) and in the propagation of radiation through gaseous media (autonomous 
thermal effect). 

Theoretical studies have thus far been conducted on the phenomenon of kinetic cooling 
for atmospheric conditions (the case of low C02 concentrations) [2, 3]. Experimental in- 
vestigations have been conducted on cooling with mixtures with partial CO= concentrations 
of Xc02 = 10-s-i [4-7] at a gas temperature of To < 400~ The measured values of the 
kinetic-cooling parameters were in satisfactoryagreement with the results of numerical 
calculations [7, 8] performed on the basis of a "thermodynamic" model [9]. In [I0] a theo- 
retical investigation was conducted on the channel of relaxation of the state of C02 (001) 
which made the main contribution to the variation of gas temperature. 

In the present study we obtained analytic expressions for the parameters of the cooling 
of a mixture of gaseous COz and N2 over wide ranges of C02 partial concentrations and of in- 
tensities of the exciting radiation; we investigated the temperature dependence of the effect 
in the 200-1200~ range, which enabled us to establish the temperature region in which the 
phenomenon of kinetic cooling exists. We also considered the problem of optimal insertion 
of the energy of a light pulse for cooling a molecular system. 
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i. Linearization of the Equations Describing the Kinetic-Cooling Effect. The vari- 
ation in the temperature of a molecular gas for rm, ~rr<< t<< ~pe,~ e -- where Tin, ~rr' ~pe, re 
are the times for the establishment of a Maxwell distribution of molecular velocities, rota- 
tional relaxation, equalization of pressure in the medium during spatially uniform heatin~ 
or cooling, and thermal conductivity, respectively -- are determined by the energy flux r 
from the oscillatory and translational degrees of freedom of the molecules, i.e., by the 
processes of oscillatory relaxation of the absorbed radiant energy: 

RT d T  pep ~/. = r (t), ( 1 . 1 )  

where 0 is the density of the gas and c RT is the specific isobaric heat capacity of the 

translational and rotational degrees of Pfreedom. 

In order to describe the kinetic processes in the C02--N2 mixture in this study, we 
used a "thermodynamic" model with an approximation of the modes by harmonic oscillators [8]. 
The rapid V--V' exchange between the antisyn=aetric mode of the C02 and the oscillations of 
the N2 makes it possible to describe them in terms of the single variable ~,, the reserve 
of oscillatory quanta in these combined modes; analogously, we introduced the quantity E= 
for the symmetric and deformation modes of the C02. Then the kinetic equations have the 
form [9] 

del --  (Ws z -I- E)zco~; ( 1 . 2 )  
dt 

ds~ 
-- A (3Wsz + P + 2E); ( I .  3) 

dt 

tO ( t) = N o x c o  2 [ A E o l o P  - -  (Eool - -  3AEolo) W~z],; ( 1 . 4 )  

where 

Wsz ---- --g" exp ~-~ 83 (t -{- 81) - -  81 

E = ,8 (, [ ] .,. 
C2+ ~,)~ C ~ + h)  l (2  + ~,)~ ~ + ~ J ~ '  

t, = p,o (~, - ~:) ( l  - ~Y1, (_ 2 0 + 
k kT 11' A = ~; \ 2 + 6e~ + 3s~ 

psE is the probability of V--V' exchange between the antisymmetric and deformation modes of 
the CO~ corresponding to three-quantum disintegration, p2o, rate of V--T relaxation of the 
deformation mode, o, cross section of absorption of the radiation exciting the molecules, 
with intensity l(t) at a frequency of ~ = (Eoof-- E,oo)/~, No number of molecules per unit 
volume, xc02, partial concentration of C02 in the mixture, ~, equilibrium value of ~2. 

The equations of the "thermodynamic" model (1.1)-(1.4) satisfactorily describe the 
phenomenon of kinetic cooling of the C02--N2 mixture under the action of radiation in the 
range xco 2 ~ 0.001 and T ~ 1200~ Outside this range the situation no longer satisfies the 
model's fundamental assumption that a Boltzmann distribution of the molecules by levels is 
rapidly established in each of the modes of C02 and N2. 

The characteristic parameters of the variation of temperature with time in the effect 
under consideration are, ATmax, the maximum depth of cooling, and tmax, the time when this 
is attained, and tc, the length of time the cooled state exists. In order to obtain analytic 
expressions for these quantities, we linearize Eqs. (1.1)-(1.4) for the conditions: Et, 
~<< I, I~2 -- ~I ~ E~, AT ~ To, where AT is the temperature variation during the time the 
cooling exists. Then in the time interval t < tc, assuming that psE(T), p2o(T), o(T), e~(T) 

have constant values taken at the equilibrium temperature To, and setting c~ = (~)k-le2, 
we obtain 

d81 t t d-/- = - ~ ( ~ + v~o~)  + ~ (13p~ + -r ( 1 . 5 )  



[ (  ) ' / ] # # 0 d~i -- 3P3-"~Z q- 2y -- ss ( 3p3E~ ~- 2y6 ~-/020 ~- p208~ ; 
d--~" -- A e 1 \Xco~ \ Xco. ' 

[ ' ] _cRT dT " p j, -~  = Noxco, AEozop,o (8~ - -  ~o) _ AE P3z (~s, - -  8,) , 
XCO2 

Paz=Psz ' I + ~ - ) ,  P,o=P~o i - - exp  ---U?--j/, 

? = h ~ [ i +  i o~4' 
t 

AE = E0., -- 3AEozo, 

(1.6) 

(1,7) 

The comparison in [7] of the experimental data with the calculations from the initial 
equations (1.1)-(1.4) for room temperatures indicates that the selected model correctly de- 
scribes the kinetic-cooling effect. This study considered a long light pulse (l(t) = Io) 
over a wide temperature range To = 300-1200~ a numerical solution by the standard Kutta-- 
Merson procedure was found for the initial system (1.1)-(1.4), and the general solution for 
the linearized equations (1.5)-(1.7) was tabulated. 

In the numerical calculations relaxation-time values for To = 300~ from [Ii] were 
used, with graphs of relaxation time versus temperature taken from [12]. The values of the 
radiation absorption coefficients for different temperatures were determined from the curves 
of [13]. 

2, Kinetic Cooling at Room Temperatures. At relatively low temperatures To ~350~ 
the additional condition ~ ~ 1 is satisfied~ The following relations then hold: 

�9 ' tgs  t' A )  
(2.1) 

simplifying the linearized system of equations (1.5)-(1.7). Furthermore, for some limiting 
cases (with respect to To, I, xcoa) it is possible to introduce the small parameter ~ << I, 
which describes the ratio of the probabilities of oscillatory relaxation (P~E, P=o) and 
optical excitation (7). Then by decomposing the general solution with respect to the param- 
eter ~ and retaining the terms of the first approximation in each of its components in the 
expression for AT(t) = T(t) --To~ we obtain simple formulas for the parameters of the kinetic 
cooling. Thus, in the saturation regime which is realized for y ~ paElxco=~ pio/c~, we ob- 
tain the following equation for AT(t), the depth of cooling as a function of time: 

+ t 

2 ~ ; ~  ~ /  ~ - ~ P  - + 
i 2 +&JJ 

t '  ".=',.. ,-co.t -~ '+,-co.S' )+ 
(2.2) 

and hence for the maximum depth of cooling and the time when it is attained, we have 

ATmax "~ N~176176176 
2@CRp T 

i+~ 2~ ~] 
_ k , ~  I I ;  

-{- E~176 t ZZC02//J 

(2.3) 



tma x ~--- - -  [ .01 -*- 2~c~ In  i + Psx . (2.4) 

The time the cooling exists is determined in this case from the transcendental equation 

AE 

' -~ ' + & )  " 
( 2 . 5 )  

In the low-intensity regime y ~ p~E/xco=, pao/c~ a manner analogous to (2.2), we have 

AT (t) ,-, "~ ~176176176 RT ~x~" --  /'2 t 3,o3_.._21 _{._ AE ( 1 -  e -psZf) --]- 

-- P._, o ,/ 

. ' 

I 

t P~o / 

(2.6) 

The simplest formulas for the cooling parameters are obtained from (2.6) for 
Xco =~ 0.i where P3E ~ p=o" 

AE 
3 + ~  

tmax ~ 1 In ~ E ~ 1 7 6  
AE" 

Psx t + Eolo 

AE 

The time t c is determined from the equation i--e-PSz~___ ~~ 
3 + Eolo 

i. The variation of the cooling depth ATma x and the time tma x as functions of the 
carbon dioxide concentration in the mixture are shown in Figs. I and 2. Here the curves 
obtained from the solution of the linearized equations (lo5)-(1.7) for the saturation in- 
tensities I = Is, I = 10-=Is and I = 10 -3 I s (curves i, 2, and 3, respectively) are compared 
with the curves obtained from the solution of the initial equations (1.1)-(1.4) for I = Is 
(curves 4) and from formulas (2~ (2.4) (curves 5). The curves obtained from the linear- 
ized equations (1.5)-(1.7), taking account of the "low-temperature" approximation (2.1), 
practically coincide (to within 1-3%) with the analytic results obtained by formulas (2.3), 
(2.4). Thus, the principal error in the transition from the nonlinear equations (1.1)-(1.4) 
to formulas (2.2), (2.3) is introduced by the "low-temperature" approximation. A similar 
pattern was observed for all the other curves shown in Figs. 1-3. 

From Fig. i it can be seen that as xco = decreases, the depth of cooling increases, de- 
parting from the stationary value which depends on the radiation intensity. The reason for 
this is that the nitrogen molecules are effectively exchanging energy with the CO=(O01), but 
the state N=(v = i) has no rapid channels of deactivation. Therefore increasing the N= con- 
centration in the mixture leads to a slowing-down of the three-quantum disintegration (PsE) 
which determines the heating of the gas. The rate of cooling is determined by the lower of 
the two probabilities P=o and y. 
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The time of existence and time of attainment of maximum cooling are considerably in- 
creased as xc02 decreases. The time t c is determined chiefly by the rate of heating of the 
mixture (PsE), which is usually the slowest of the relaxation processes under consideration. 
For example, when xc0a ~ 0.I, we find from Eq. (2.5) that t c = 2/psE(l + AE/Eolo) -l. The 
time tma x in the saturation regime is proportional to the time of V--T relaxation (p2o -z) re- 
quired for restoring an equilibrium population of the C02(I00) level for the same population 
of C02(001) because of saturation of the transition (001--i00). Further excitation of the 
molecules from the ground state stops, i.e., the cooling process ends. For low intensities 
the probability ydetermines, onthe onehand, the rate of cooling, since y ~ P2o/E~, and on 
the other hand, the variation of the number of molecules in the antisymmetric mode of C02. 
Since y << P~T/XC02, before the cooling process is completed, a substantial contribution to the 
temperature variation is made by the heating resulting from three-quantum disintegration, 

--I and therefore in the low-intensity regime tma x ~ PsE. 

2. The variation of the depth of cooling as a function of the intensity of the excit- 
0 

ing oscillation is characterized by a linear segment (2.6) when 7 << p3T~/xc0s, p2o/r and 
" O 

by the establishment of a stationary level in the saturation regime (7 >> P3E/xc0=, p2o/E2). 
A study of the regime of very low intensities on the basis of Eqs. (1.1)-(1.4) showed that 
the kinetic-cooling phenomenon has no threshold with respect to I. 

As the intensity of the exciting radiation increases, the characteristic times of 
kinetic cooling decrease, but the changes in t c are small, since in all regimes we have 
t c ~ p~, and the decrease of tmax is more noticeable (see Fig. 2) especially for small 
values of xc0 a. Since mixtures with a low COs content are of great interest, we found an 
analytic solution for xc0 ~ = 0.01 for an arbitrary value of radiation intensity: 

I Eol o t 
AT(L) N___ N~176 -Jr V~cO~] ~ 2 (i  q- P3~/ 1 x 

This formula was obtained by joining together the solutions for four intensity regions: 

V<<psz/ZcozNp~o, yNpsz/Zco Np~o ' ~>> P3Z.Np~0 ' T>>@>> Ps____~_z. Figure 3 shows the variation 
~CO z e 3 ZCOz 

of the depth of cooling as a functionof intensity, obtained for XCO 2 =0.01 fromEqs. (1.1)-(1o4)o 
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(curve 4) and formula (2.7) (curve 5), and also from a solution from the linearized equa- 
tions for xc02 = 0.01, 0.2, 0o4 (curves I, 2, and 3), and for the same equations but taking 
account of the approximation (2,1) (curve 6) for xco 2 = 0.01. 

A special feature of mixtures with low C02 content is the considerable difference be- 
tween the values of the rates of the relaxation processes ps << p2o, and therefore there 
may be an "intermediate" saturation regime, considered in detail for the atmosphere in [3]. 
In this case (2p2o/e~ ~ y >> p3Z/xc0~, which corresponds to I = 2'105 W/cm~), it follows 
from (2.7) that 

.O OlO : [_ (, _ + + 
- p~0 -~-j, (2.8) 

P a ~ [  1 AE 2~co~ 
2~xc~ Ps~ " 

Formula (2.8) is transformed into the corresponding formula of [3] if we make the substitu- 
tions P!aE § Pao + 6P=o, P2o +(2g/(l+g))P1o, xo02 § 6~ 2Eo~o ~ E=, F~Q~ + AE = E2 -- E~, where 
P1o, P2o, Pao are the probabilities of collision deactivation of the levels C02(0!0), 
C02(001) and N2(v = I), respectively, 6 is the ratio of the partial concentrations of C02 
and N2, g is the statistical weight of the level C02(020) [3]. Thus, the "thermodynamic" 
model on the boundary of its domain of applicability yields results which agree with the 
level-by-level consideration of the kinetic-cooling effect. We note that as a result of the 
greater increase in the probability of three-quantum disintegration (paE) with gas tempera- 
ture in comparison with the rate of the V--T relaxation (p2o), the condition 2p~o/6~ ~ y 
p3E/xc02 is violated, and for To ~600~ the "intermediate saturation" regime ceases to 
exist. 

A study of the variation of the cooling parameters as functions of xco 2 and I showed 
that the greatest depth of cooling of the C02--N2 mixture at To = 300~ is is attained in the 
saturation regime in mixtures with a low content of C02(xc02~0.01) and amounts to ATmax = 
0.8 ~ where the durations of the exciting light pulse must be no less than tmax(xC0a = 0.01, 
I = I s ) ~ I00 ~sec. 

3. The effect of the duration of the light pulse on the cooling of the gas may be con- 

l, t>0,  
s i d e r e d  n e x t .  A l l  o f  t h e  a b o v e  r e s u l t s  w e r e  o b t a i n e d  f o r  I ( t )  = Io  0, t < 0 .  c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  a 
light pulse of 

{t, 
finite duration (l(t) = Io 0, t~0>Tp] showed that the part for Tp > tmax(Xc0,, I) (where 

tma x is the time required for attainin~ maximum depth in a long pulse) does not lead to 
additional cooling, and for Tp < tma x the depth of cooling is less than in a long radiation 
pulse. Therefore, in order to obtain maximum cooling for a given mixture without unneces- 
sary energy losses, we must have Tp = tmax. 
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Figure 4 shows the variation of v T = ATmax/tma x as a function of the COa concentration 
for various intensities of the exciting radiation I = Is, 10-11s, and l0 -2 I s (curves i, 2, 
and 3, respectively). In the first place, the quantity v T can be treated as the average 
rate of cooling of the mixture by a radiation pulse of duration Tp < tma x (xco:, I). Then 
from the behavior of the curves in Fig. 4 we can conclude that the variation of the depth of 
cooling as a function of Xco for a shbrt light pulse Of duration rn ~t~x(X~^ , I ) (x~^ = 2 ~ uL~ GU 2 S GU 2 
0 .3  c o r r e s p o n d s  to the  a b s c i s s a s  o f  the  maxima o f  t he  c u r v e s  f o r  VT(XC02)) and a r b i t r a r y  
shape  as  a f u n c t i o n  o f  t ime w i l l  have a form a n a l o g o u s  to the  f u n c t i o n  VT(xCO:).  This  i s  
confirmed by the results of the experiments in [7] and the numerical calculations for 

l , O < t < r p ,  , 
l(t) : Ioe-t/TP and l(t) = O,t<O,t>Tp, " where Xp satisfies the inequality rp~.~ tma x (Xco2, 

Is). As the duration of the exciting square pulse increases (Xp > tmax(XCO u, Is), the max- 
imum depth of cooling will be attained in the mixture with lower xcou, and the value of this 
concentration can be found from the equation x_ : tmax(xCO2). In the second place, the 

F 
value of v T can be interpreted as the coefficient of utilization of the light energy of a 
square pulse of duration %~ = t-^~(xrn ) for cooling the mixture. Then it follows from 
Fig. 4 that the energy losses to obtain a fixed amount of kinetic cooling are minimal in a 
mixture with Xco2 = X~o= and low radiation intensities (I~i04 W/cm=). It should be borne 
in mind that the greatest depth of cooling is obtained in a mixture with Xc02~0.01 in the 
saturation regime, but because of the value of Istmax(Is Xco a = 0.0l) the energy of the light 

pulse is high, and because there is little absorption of the radiation by a mixture with low 
C02 concentrations, this energy is not utilized effectively. A compromise case in which we 
obtain significant depths of cooling, for example 50% of ATmax(Is, xco 2 = 0~01) : 0.SK, 
for low energies in a light pulse of duration Tp = tmax(Xco2) is realized when xco: ~ 0.i 
and I ~ 105 W/cm z. 

3. Effect of Initial Temperature of the C02--Na Mixture on Kinetic Cooling. A study 
of the effect for To = 300~ showed that the depth of cooling is proportional to e~2, which, 
to within a constant coefficient, is equal to the population of the low C02(I00) level of 
the transition absorbing a 10.6-~m radiation. Therefore, an increase in the population of 
this level when the temperature of the gas mixture increases must lead to an increase in 
the depth of cooling under the action of the radiation. 

On the basis of the initial equations (1.1)-(1.4) and the linearized equations (1.5) X 
(1.7), we conducted a numerical study of the variation of the kinetic-cooling parameters as 

F 
functions of temperature. For a saturation regime (y ~ psZ/xco 2, P~o/~) we obtained an 
analytic solution 

N~176176176176 [ 
a r  (t) = 0c T 

I .  (1 - g.) Am;o ( t  - -  + 

, 1-j A 
(1 + g/)  (1 -F n) ! l - - e - A V 2 ~  + 

(t - -  1) ~ n 

_.~ n+lt~ , ] 
('1 -I- #)  1 Ap:o t j ;  e ) + ' t - - t '  

(3 . l )  
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ATma, NoZC%Eo~og~ (n + I) (l + g/) (l + n) i -k (t ~- g) f t + l n ! l  + e) ( / +  n) D' - + j  

where 

tmax ~-- (n + / )  . (t + gf) (t + n) 
n (i -- /) Ap~o in ~Tr ~ T ~ ,  (3.3)  

f-- , , n = - - - - w ;  g = - -  
p~oXco2 2AP2o AEolo" 

Figures 5 and 6 show the variation with temperature of the maximum depth of cooling and the 
time required to attain this depth in the saturation regime, curves obtained for Xco 2 = 0.I 
from the initial equations (1.1)-(1.4) (curve 4) and from formulas (3.2), (3.3) (curve 5), 
and from the linearized equations (1.5)-(1.7) for xco 2 = 0.01, 0.i, and 0.4 (curves, i, 2, 
and 3, respectively). 

This behavior of the depth of cooling can be explained by the fact that as the temper- 
ature increases, on the one hand, there is an increase in the reserve of oscillatory quanta 

O 
c2, which leads to an increase in the cooling, and on the other hand, the rate of the V--T 
relaxation increases more slowly than the rate of three-quantum disintegration, which causes 
heating. As a result of this, the kinetic cooling has a maximum in its variation with tem- 
perature, and there is limit temperature above which the effect does not occur. Necessary 
conditions for the existence of the kinetic-cooling phenomenon can be obtained from the fact 
that the expression (3.3) is positive for tma x and the exponent of the first term in (3.1) 
is negative. These conditions take the form 

(vi~ 2ASo~o\ ( pis ~co2\ _,, 
P 2 o - - ~ ) < 0 ,  \-- -- --~--) <" (3.4) 

For mixtures with high CO2 content, with an upper limit temperature, the first of the formulas 
(3.4) changes sign; this is the formula that characterizes the ratio of the energy fluxes 
that lead to the heating and cooling of the gases. The temperature dependence of the prob- 
abilities of relaxation P3Z and p2o shows that there is a limit to the effect on the low- 
temperature side as well. The values of the time required to attain maximum cooling and the 
duration of this cooling decrease monotonically as temperature increases, as do the oscil- 
latory relaxation times p~ and p~, which increases the effectiveness of utilization of 
the light energy for kinetic cooling. 

It should also be noted that for temperatures T ~ 700~ the probability p32 of two- 
quantum disintegration of the state COa(001) in pure carbon dioxide becomes commensurable 
with the probability p3 E [14]. However, at present there appear to be no direct experiments 
on the separate measurement of the probabilities pa2, p3z in COa--Na mixtures, so that we 
cannot rigorously take account of the effect of two-quantum disintegration in the problem 
under consideration. Therefore, confining our attention to the situation in which P3E = Paa, 
we calculated the cooling parameters. It was found that when the depth of cooling varied 
with temperature (see Fig. 5), the value of the maxima decreased by no more than 10%. In 
this case the quantity AE in formulas (3.1),(3.4) must be replaced by the expression 

[ Eool -- 2AEolo Pa2~ 
AE k i + AE 

As a result of our calculations of the variation of the effect with temperature, we 
found that in principle the greatest depth of cooling in a CO2--Na mixture at a total pres- 
sure of i atm is attained in a saturation regime with xcoa~0.Ol and temperature to = 700~ 
and has a value of ATma x = 10~ Furthermore, we showed that the phenomenon of kinetic 
cooling can exist only in a finite temperature range. 

The authors wish to express their gratitude to V. M. Gordienko for his valuable com- 
ments. 
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